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NORTHERN, WELLINGTON AND CANTERBURY 
CARPET FACTORIES EMPLOYEES - REGISTERED 

COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT 

In the Industrial Commission of New Zealand - In the matter of the Indus
trial Relations Act 1973; and in the matter of the Northern, Wellington and 
Canterbury Carpet Factories Employees Dispute of Interest between the 
New Zealand Federated Woollen Mills , Carpet and Hosiery Factories 
Employees Industrial Association of Workers, and the undermentioned: 

New Zealand Carpet Manufacturers Industrial Union of Employers, Fed-
eration House, 95-99 Molesworth Street , Wellington. 

Feltex Carpets (NZ) Limited , Richmond Road , Auckland. 
Feltex Carpets (NZ) Limited, P.O . Box 30-157, Lower Hutt. 
Feltex Carpets (NZ) Limited, P.O. Box 6004, Upper Riccarton, Christ-

church. 
Ian Steele Carpets Limited, Otara , Auckland. 
Kensington Carpets , Gabador Place, Auckland. 
Marlin Carpets Limited, P.O. Box 2555, Christchurch. 
Perry, Thomas and Sons Limited, P.O. Box 508 , Christchurch. 
UEB Industries Limited, 210 Neilson Street, Onehunga , Auckland. 
UEB Industries Limited, 296 Neilson Street. Onehunga , Auckland. 
UEB Industries Limited, Grayson Aveneue, Papatoetoe , Auckland. 

The Industrial Commission, having before it the terms of a conciliated 
settlement arrived at in the above-mentioned dispute of interest and notified 
to the Commission pursuant to the provisions of section 82 of the Indus trial 
Relations Act 1973, hereby registers as a collective agreement the terms , 
conditions, and provisions set out in the schedule hereto, and orders: 

1. That the said terms, conditions, and provisions shall be binding on the 
parties hereto; and 

2. That the said parties shall respectively do, observe , and perform every 
matter and thing by this collective agreement required to be done, observed, 
and performed, and shall not do anything in contravention of this collective 
agreement but shall in .1ll respects abide by and perform it. 

In witness of the registration of this col1ective agreement the seal of the 
Industrial Commission has hereto been affixed, and the President of the 
Commission has hereunto set his hand, this 6th day of December 1974. 

(L.S.) G. 0. Whatnall , President. 

INDEX 
Clause 
Number Title 

I - Industry to Which Agreement Applies 
2 - Definitions 
3 - Hours of Work 
4 - Shifts 
5 - Shift Al1owance 
6 - Wages 
7 - Overtime 
8 - Piecework 
9 - Bonus Systems 

10 - Carpet Weavers 
11 - - Tuner~ 
12 - Termination of Employment 
13 - Abandonment of Employment 
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14 - Payment of Wages 
15 - Higher Duties 
16 - Holidays 
17 - Annual Holidays 
18 - Long Service Leave 
19 - Compassionate Leave 
20 - Continuity of Service 
21 - General 
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22 - Dressing, Dining and Drying Rooms 
23 - Sick Pay 
24 - Special Provisions 
25 - Wet Work, Dirty Work, and Dangerous Work 
26 - Stop Work Meetings 
27 - Redundancy 
28 - Factories Act 
29 - Control of Factory 
30 - Disputes 
31 - Personal Grievances 
32 - Right of Entry 
33 - Under-Rate Workers 
34 - Unqualified Preference · 
35 - Application of Agreement 
36 - Scope of Agreement 
37 - Term of Agreement 

SCHEDULE 

INDUSTRY TO WHICH AGREEMENT APPLIES 
1. (a) This agreement shall apply to the manufacture of al1 woven, tufted, 

and felted ( other than needle felt) materials produced from natural or man
made fibres or filaments, or mixtures of these, conducted at any carpet 
factory, carpet yarn spinning factory (other than at a woollen mill), rug 
factory, or wool felt factory ( other than needle felt), and car .mats and cover
ings (other than rubber)produced from any of the above or from natural pelts. 

(b) Nothing herein contained as to hours of work, overtime, and holidays 
shall be deemed to apply to watchmen, provided they are not employed at 
other work about the factory. 

(c) Nothing in this agreement shall apply for foremen and forewomen as 
defined herein. 

DEFINITIONS 
2. "Foremen and Forewomen" - A foreman or a forewoman is a salaried 

person who is in charge of a department or departments and who, having due 
regard to the size of the factory, is not regularly and substantially employed on 
production. No more than one foreman or forewoman may be classified as 
such in any one department. 

"Adult Male or Female Worker" -For the purposes of this agreement the 
term'' adult male or female worker'' means a person 18 years of age or over, or 
a worker under 18 years of age who has completed three years' continuous 
service in the industry covered by this agreement. 

"Junior Worker" - For the purpose of this agreement the term "junior 
male or female worker'' means a worker under 18 years of age who has not 
completed three years' continuous service in the industry covered by this 
agreement. 
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HOURS OF WORK 
· 3. (a) The ordinary hours of work shall be 40 per week, eight hours per day, 

to be worked from Monday to Friday, both days inclusive, between the hours 
of 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., with a meal interval of not less than 45 minutes between 
11.30 a.m. and 1 p.m.: Provided that the meal period may be reduced to not 
less than 30 minutes by agreement between the employer, the union, and the 
workers concerned. . 

(b) Adult male workers employed in making the necessary preparations for 
the work of the factory may be required to commence work not earlier than 7 
a.m.: Provided that the daily or weekly hours herein prescribed shall not be 
exceeded without payment of overtime rates for any such excess. 

(c) No worker shall be employed for more than four and a quarter hours 
continuously without an interval of at least 45 minutes per meal: Provided that 
the meal period may be reduced to not less than 30 minutes by agreement 
between the employer, the union, and the workers concerned. The said period 
of four and a quarter hours may be extended to not more than five hours in 
cases where the employer allows a rest interval of not less than ten minutes in 
every working period of not more than three hours. 

-(a1 Dy-enouse~ piece scou-nng, -wooT scourfng and wool carbonising, back 
sizing and coating, milling of felts, or any continuous wet process (or any 
other processes by agreement) shall be classed as continuous processes for 
which the hours of work shall be between 6.30 a.m. and 5 p.m. with a meal 
interval of not less than 30 minutes between 11.30 a.m. and 1 p.m. 

(e) Tea Interval and Smoko - An interval of ten minutes (away from the 
machines) without deduction of pay shall be allowed twice during each work
ing period of eight hours and once on Saturdays when more than three hours' 
overtime is worked, provided there is no complete cessation of work. Tea, 
milk, and sugar shall be supplied by the employer free of charge at all breaks. 

SHIFTS 
4. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause 3 of this agreement and 

subject to the provisions of the Factories Act 1946, shifts may be worked as 
required by the employer. 

(b) Where shifts are worked on each day outside the ordinary hours pre
scribed in clause 3 of this agreement on Monday to Friday such shifts shall 
comprise eight hours' working time and a meal interval of half an hour which 
meal interval shall be paid at ordinary rates: Provided, also, that where three 
rotating shifts are worked each shall be of eight hours which shall include a 
meal break of one half hour per shift which shall be paid for at ordinary rates. 
This last proviso shall not apply to workers regularly employed on day shift 
within the hours prescribed in subclause (a) of clause 3 of this agreement; in 
such cases the shift shall be of eight hours exclusive of the meal break. 

(c) Unless otherwise arranged between the factory manager and the union , 
the recognised hour for starting work in each factory for shift workers shall be 
the hour when the majority of the particular shift commences. 

(d) Where two or more shifts are worked daily unless otherwise agreed 
between the employer, the union, and the workers concerned work shall be on 
rotating shifts wherever practicable. 

(e) A shift which commences not later than 7 p.m . on Friday night may be 
continued up to 3.30 a.m. Saturday at ordinary shift rates of pay. 

(f) Shift workers shall have an eight-hour break before commencing another 
shift. 

(g) Notwithstanding the foregoing shifts may be worked over seven days of 
the week on conditions to be agreed upon between the employer, the workers 
concerned, and the union. In the event of there being a failure to reach 
agreement the matter shall be dealt with as a dispute or difference under the 
provisions of clause 30 of this agreement. 
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(h) Any worker employed on afternoon or night shift or on rotating or 
alternating shifts shal] be paid the adult rate of wages. This subclause shall not 
apply to workers regularly employed on day shift within the hours prescribed 
in subclause (a) of clause 3 of this agreement. 

(i) Unless by agreement between the employer, the union secretary, and the 
workers no shift work shall be done in any department, irrespective of 
whether or not it is fully staffed, which is not working the full weekly hours as 
prescribed in subclause (a) of clause 3 of this agreement. 

G) Time worked by a shift worker in excess of eight hours on any one shift 
shall be paid for at the rate of time and a half for the first three hours and 
thereafter at double the ordinary hourly rate. When a shift worker is required 
to work more than nine hours he shall be provided with a suitable meal at the 
end of the first nine hours and at the end of each subsequent four hours of work 
provided that work continues thereafter and provided, further, that where a 
shift worker is required to work for more than 4½ hours on a rostered day off 
or agreement holiday he shall be provided with a suitable meal at the end of the 
first 4½ hours. If not provided with a suitable mea] on any occasion the 
worker shall be entitled to a meal allowance of $1.10. 

(k) Hours of work on all shifts shall be displayed in those departments 
where shifts are worked or adjacent to the time clocks and any work per
formed outside of these hours shall be paid for at overtime rates. 

SHIFT ALLOWANCE 
5. (a) Except as provided in the next two subclauses where workers are on 

· shift work any part of which falls outside the normal hours prescribed in 
subclause (a) of clause 3 of this agreement they shal1 be paid $1.40 per shift in 
addition to the ordinary rates of pay. 

(b) Workers employed on any shift commencing after 10 p.m. and finishing 
before 8 a.m. shall be paid $1.80 for that shift in addition to the ordinary rates 
of pay. 

(c) Workers continuously employed on shifts that neither alternate nor 
rotate and where the major portion of each shift falls outside the normal hours 
prescribed in subclause (a) of clause 3 of this agreement shall be paid $1.80 per 
shift in addition to the ordinary rates of pay. 

WAGES 
6. The minimum rates of wages for the undermentioned classes of workers 

shall be as follows: 
(a) (i) Adults in carpet factories - The following classifications and defini

tions of workers assume that the worker has been trained in the 
standard practices for the job to the degree of proficiency required 
by the employer, and further, that the worker is substantially 
engaged (i.e. engaged for more than 50 per cent of his time) in 
carrying out the duties, as defined, including keeping necessary 
production records, to the satisfaction of the employer. These 
definitions do not include provision for control of staff or for 
abnormal local factory operating conditions. 
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MALES FEMALES 
Less than After After five Less than After After five 
12 months' 12 months' years' 12 months' 12 months' years ' 
continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous 
service in service in service in service in service in service in 

Evaluation the the the the the the 
percentage industry industry industry industry industry industry 

Classification based on Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour 
100 cents cents cents cents cents cents 

Tuner .. .............. .. ...... ..... 125 206.9 210.9 214.5 186.2 189.8 193.0 
Quality inspector .. 
Senior Weaver (spool 

axminster) ... 
Weaving service pool 120 198.6 202.4 205.9 178.7 182.2 185.3 

chargehand ... 
Final inspector 

0\ 
(woven carpet) . .. ......... ~ 

Head yarn storeman ........ . 119 196.9 200.8 204.2 177.2 180.7 183.8 N 
0 

Setting operator 0 

(spool axminster) .. .... .... 118 195.3 199.1 202.5 175.7 179.2 182.2 
Senior operator 

(woollen carding) ... ...... . 
Card Stamper ... .. . .. 
Final inspector 

(carpet yarn) ........ .... 
Senior operator 115 190.3 194.0 197.3 171.3 174.6 177.6 

(banking, drawing, 
winding, spinning, 
twisting, or 
doubling) ...... ..... .. 



MALES FEMALES 

Less than After After five Less than After After five 
12 months' 12 months ' years' 12 months' 12 months' years' 
continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous 
service in service in service in service in service in service in 

Evaluation the the the the the the 
percentage industry industry industry industry industry industry 

Clas sification based on Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour 
100 cents cents cents cents cents cents 

Waste controller ... . ... . .. .. 
Jacquard wilton 

weaver ..... 
Gripper axminster 114 188.6 192.3 195.6 169.8 173.1 176.0 

weaver (broadloom) .. .. 
Plain wil ton 

weaver (broadloom) ... ~ 
--.i Vat controller . . . . . . .... ...... 113 187.0 190.6 193.9 168.3 171.6 174.5 N 

0 

Peg board ili.erator. 
Jacquard w· ton 

weaver (narrowloom) 
Gripper axminster 111 183.7 187.3 190.5 165.3 168.5 171.4 

weaver (narrowloom) . 
Spool axminster 

weaver (broadloom) ..... . 
Fault clasifier ....... ... 
Head creeler .... ... .. ...... ..... 
Plain wil ton 

weaver (narrowloom) .... 
Spool axminster 109 180.4 183.9 187.0 162.3 165.5 168.3 

weaver (narrowloom) 
Hattersley loom 

weaver (face to 
face) . 

Head blender ..... .. . ... ...... 
Mender .. . ·· ·· ··• ·· ·· · · ·· ·· ···· ·· 



MALES FEMALES 

Less than After After five Less than After After five 
12 months' 12 months' year,s' 12 months' 12 months' years' 
continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous 
service in service in service in service in service in service in 

Evaluation the the the the the the 
percentage industry industry industry industry industry industry 

Classification based on Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour 
100 cents cents cents cents cents cents 

Jute and/or cotton 
beam operator.. . . ... .... .. . 108 178.7 182.2 185.3 160.8 164.0 166.8 

Shearer or cropper .. ... .... . 107 177.1 180.5 183.6 159.4 162.5 165.2 
Yam store operative 

(dyed greasy wound) ... 106 175.4 178.8 181.9 157.9 160.9 163.7 
Fettler ... .. ......... ....... .... 
Senior latex and/or .i::. 

00 dryer operator .......... .. .. . N 
0 

Wool beam operator ...... ... 105 173.8 177.1 180.1 156.4 159.4 162.1 N 

Material handler 
(service hand) .. ............ 

Threader operator .......... .. 
Alterer. .. .. ...... . .. ... . 104 172.1 175.4 178.4 154.9 157.9 160.6 
Creeler .... .. ...... ...... ... ....... 
Blending operator .. .. .... 
Pre-alterer . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .... . 
Spinning operator .... 
Doubling or twisting 

operator ... ..... ......... ...... . 103 170.4 173.8 176.7 153.4 156.4 159.1 
Hanking operator .. ...... .... . 
Woollen carding 

operator .. ....... ..... ... .. ..... 
Winding operator ...... ... .. 
Tube frame repairer ... ....... 
Workers not elsewhere 

classified ... ........... ... .. .... 100 165.5 168.7 171.6 148.9 151.8 154.4 
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Definitions: 
Trainee - Where a worker is being trained for a position classified in this 

clause that worker's wage shall commence at the base 100 rate and shall 
be increased to the 103 rate after a maximum of two months. The 
difference between the 103 rate and the rate for the position for which the 
worker is being trained shall be reduced at regular intervals provided 
that the worker's training progress is satisfactory. 

Tuner - A worker who is in charge of a number of looms specified in the 
agreement and who maintains and carries out all adjustments and altera
tions and who has authority to stop any loom from working when 
necessary to do so for adjustment or repair or to maintain the quality of 
the product. 

Quality inspector - A worker designated as such by management who is 
employed on inspecting the quality of the product during manufacture, 
maintaining such records and carrying out such quality tests as may be 
required. 

Senior weaver (spool axminster) - A worker, designated as such by 
management who has an intimate knowledge of axminster spool carpet 
loom operation especially from the point of view of fault-finding and 
correction and who is required to perform specialised weaving duties 
outside the scope of those required of a "weaver" as defined. 

Weaving service pool chargehand- A worker who controls and maintains 
flow materials and services to looms may organise the activities of a 
service pool of weavers and who may be required to organise the loading 
up of new patterns, has a good knowledge of creeling and weaving and is 
responsible for keeping the necessary records. 

Final inspector (woven carpet) - A worker with fault-finding experience, 
who is responsible for inspecting the final product to ensure its com
pliance with factory standards . 

Head yam storeman - A worker who is responsible for the organisation 
and control of yam storage, including receipt, recording, and issuing of 
yam. 

Setting operator (spool axminster) - A worker who sets patterns and 
operates a spool axminster setting machine with creel, including experi
ence in loading patterns in and out, either alone or as part of a team. 

Senior operator woollen carding, drawing, spinning, twisting or doubling, 
hanking and winding - A worker who can if required carry out all the 
routine adjustments of machines for changes of speed, count, or twist, 
check weights and carries out any minor repairs and servicing as re
quired by management. 

Card stamper-A worker who operates a card-stamping machine, prepar
ing jacquard cards from a design paper as instructed including their 
maintenance , repair, and lacing. 

Final inspector (carpet yarn) - A worker with fault-finding experience, 
who is responsible for inspecting the final product to ensure its com
pliance with factory standards. 

Waste controller - A worker who collects, weighs , records, sorts, and 
stores waste wool or yarn. 

Jacquard wilton and gripper axminster weaver (narrow and broadloom)
A worke_r who operates , attends, and patrols jacquard wilton and grip
per axmmster looms, sets up and/or alters frames, creels, jacquard 
cards , and warp beams as required. 

Plain wilton weaver (narrow and broadloom) - A worker who operates a 
plain wilton loom, including loading beams in and out and doffing com
pleted rolls of carpet. 
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Vat controller - A worker who in accordance with the instructions from 
his head dyer prepares the vats for dyeing, wejghs and measures batches 

. of dye-stuffs and related chemicals, controls and checks the dyeing 
process and takes dye samples, inspects for correct dyeing and makes 
additions to the dye liquors. 

Peg board operator - A worker who, working from a design paper, 
produces a carpet sample using the pegboard system. 

Spool axminster weaver (narrow and broadloom) - A worker whooper
ates, attends, and patrols spool axminster looms, corrects weaving 
faults as they occur and calling for assistance of the tuner or senior 
weaver, as instructed. 

Fault classifier - A worker having knowledge of all weaving faults and 
mending techniques, and who identifies , marks, and records all faults in 
the carpet. 

Head creel er - A worker who is responsible for the creels on a number of 
looms, who is responsible for training new creelers , and has a wide 
knowledge of the wool position in relation to patterns being woven and 
keeping the necessary records. 

Head blender - A worker who is responsible for assembling blend con
stituel).ts , weighing off in specified proportions to a given blend weight, 
controlling and adjusting blending and oiling machinery, controlling oil 
application, servicing recovery machines with waste, weighing and re
cording production. 

Material handler (service hand) - A worker who moves materials as 
required without supervision. Keeps records and may be required to 
assist with other operations from time to time. 

Mender - A worker who is engaged in hand mending woven carpet with 
needle and yarn. 

Jute and/or cotton beam operator- A worker who operates a warp beamer 
and creel whether using cotton or other yarns, and/or who operates a 
sized warp beamer or slasher and creel ; his duties may include the 
making up of size tanks according to instructions, either alone or as part 
of a team and shall include the setting up of creel and beamer, winding 
the beam, and doffing the completed beam. 

Shearer or cropper- A worker who operates shearing machines including 
feeding in the woven carpet, disposing of the shorn pieces, and who 
makes adjustments to the machines, according to instructions. 

Yam store operative (dyed greasy wound)- A worker who carries out as 
instructed all aspects of receipt, storage, and issuing of yarn, including 
simple recording. 

Fettler- A worker, who, being a trained carding operator is employed in 
the fettling of carding machines. "Fettling" includes routine mainte
nance and lapping and grinding of the cards. 

Senior latex and/or dryer operator - A worker who is responsible for 
adjusting latex heads to produce correct latex loadings , checking mix
tures, controlling temperatures, and making feed adjustments. 

Wool beam operator - A worker who operates a wool beaming machine 
and creel, and who carries out all duties, including loading in and out, 
either alone or as part of a team. 

Threader operator - A worker who operates a spool axminster threading 
machine . 

Alterer - A worker who generally assists on looms and creels in the 
absence of a regular creeler and does other work associated with weav
ing operations as directed. 

Creel er- A worker who sets up and/or alters or replenishes frames, creels 
or jacquard cards and warp beams as required, and who assists the 
weaver to attend and patrol a jacquard wilton and/or gripper axminster 
loom. 

10 
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Pre-alterer - A worker who attends to the pre-altering of frames from a 
blend card including lifting the yarns onto or off the looms or p]acing 
them in stocks by the looms. 

Woollen carding operator - A worker who has been trained to operate a 
woollen system carding machine, is employed in the operation of that 
machine, and who may also carry out the duties of fettling. 

(ii) Adults in tufted carpet factories - The following classifications and 
definitions of workers assume that the worker has been trained 
in the standard practices for the job to the degree of proficiency 
required by the emp]oyer, and further, that the worker is sub
stantially engaged (i.e. engaged for more than 50 per cent of his 
time) in carrying out the duties, as defined, including keeping 
necessary production records, to the satisfaction of the emp
loyer. These definitions do not include provision for control of 
staff or for abnormal local factory operating conditions . 
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Classification 

Head tufting 
mechanic (monitor) 

Head yam storeman. 
Tufting mechanic ... ... .. .. .. . 
Mohasco pattern cutter .. . . 
Final inspector and 

cutter .. 
Senior latex mixer 
Quality inspector .. 
Back operator or 

back inspector.. ... ... .... .. . 
Mender ........... .............. . 
Pattern cutter 

operator .... .. ....... ..... .. . . . 
Cropper (shearer) ... ....... . .. 
Cutting table 

operator .......... .... .. .. ... . . 
Yam store operative .. ...... . 
Material handler 

(service hand) ... .... ... ... .. 
Tufting operator .... ..... ..... . 
Dryer opera.tor and/or 

latex machine operator .. 

Evaluation 
percentage 

· based on 
100 

125 

119 
117 

115 
·I 13 

110 

109 

107 

106 

105 

104 

MALES 
Less than After 

12 months ' 12 months' 
continuous continuous 
service in 

the 
industry 
Per Hour 

cents 

206.9 

196.9 
193.6 

190.3 
187.0 

182.0 

180.4 

177.1 

175.4 

173.8 

172.1 

service in 
the 

industry 
Per Hour 

cents 

210.9 

200.8 
197.4 

194.0 
190.6 

185.6 

183.9 

180.5 

178.8 

177.1 

175.4 

After five 
years' 

continuous 
service in 

the 
industry 
Per Hour 

cent s 

214.5 

204.2 
200.7 

197.3 
193.9 

188.7 

187.0 

183.6 

181.9 

180.1 

178.4 

FEMALES 
Less than After 

12 months' 12 months' 
continuous continuous 
service in 

the 
industry 
Per Hour 

cents 

186.2 

177.2 
174.2 

171.3 
168.3 

163.8 

162.3 

159.4 

157.9 

156.4 

154.9 

service in 
the 

industry 
Per Hour 

cents 

189.8 

180.7 
177.6 

174.6 
171.6 

167.0 

165.5 

162.5 

160.9 

159.4 

157.9 

After five 
years' 

continuous 
service in 

the 
industry 
Per Hour 

cents 

193.0 

183.8 
180.7 

177.6 
174.5 

169.9 

168.3 

165.2 

163.7 

162.1 

160.6 

~ 
N 
0 
0\ 



MALES FEMALES 
Less than After After five Less than After After five 
12 months' 12 months' years' 12 months' 12 months' years' 
continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous 
service in service in service in service in service in service in 

Evaluation the the the the the the 
percentage industry industry industry ·industry industry industry 

Classification based on Per Hour Pe r Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour 
100 cents cents cents cents cents cents 

Creel er . 
Latex machine 

operative ......... ..... 103 170.4 173 .8 176.7 153.4 156.4 159. l 
Cone winder .. 
Workers not 

elsewhere .. ... .............. . . 100 165.5 168.7 171.6 148.9 151.8 154.4 
classified ... 

~ 
v) N 

0 
--l 
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Definitions: 
Trainee - Where a worker is being trained for a position classified in this 

clause that worker's wage shall commence at the base 100 rate and shall 
be increased to the 103 rate after a maximum of two months. The 
difference between the 103 rate and the rate for the position for which the 
worker is being trained shall be reduced at regular intervals provided 
that the worker's training progress is satisfactory. 

Head tufting mechanic (monitor) - A worker who performs all aspects of 
operational care and maintenance of carpet tufting machines including 
the keeping of necessary records and storage of spare parts. 

Head yam storeman - A worker who is responsible for the organisation 
and control of yarn storage, including receipt recording and issuing of 
yam and who may be responsible for the operation of creeling. 

Tufting mechanic - A worker who carries out tuning duties as directed, 
assists with machine conversions, pattern changes, sewing off and 
periodic preventative maintenance; changes stitch count and pile height; 
changes belts, pulleys as required; maintains tufters in good running 
condition during production and changes worn or damaged gauge parts. 

Mohasco pattern cutter- A worker who prepares , numbers, inks, marks 
and· cuts pattern slats to a predetermined design; polishes and mounts 
design slats on pattern chain ready for sampling or production; main
tains and stores production and sample sets including re-chaining when 
required . 

Final inspector and cutter - A worker who inspects finished carpet over 
cutting tables for quality, length, width , and colour, measures and 
records roll lengths ; label s carpet and maintains production records as 
required. 

Senior latex mixer - A worker who compounds latex mixes in mixing 
tanks to set formulations as required for production, including primary 
and secondary latex mixes; records usages of materials, performs vis
cosity checks, and maintains stocks of materials. 

Quality inspector - A worker designated as such by management who is 
employed inspecting the quality of the product during manufacture, 
maintaining such records and carrying out such quality test as may be 
required. 

Back operator or back inspector - A worker who inspects carpet being 
produced for any faults, stops machine when fault spotted and informs 
operator; rolls up carpet into specified roll lengths, operates yardage 
counter, labels rolls off and records production and who may operate a 
hand mending machine. 

Material handler (service hand) - A worker who moves materials as 
required without supervision. Keeps records and may be required to 
assist with other operations from time to time . 

Mender- A worker who identifies and removes faults from carpet using a 
mending needle or hand mending machine. 

Pattern cutter operator- A worker who carries out general pattern room 
duties as directed which include preparing and numbering slats, inking, 
marking, cutting, polishing, and mounting. 

Cropper (shearer)- A worker who operates a shearing machine including 
feeding in and disposing of the shorn pieces and who makes adjustments 
to the machine according to instructions. 

Cutting table operative - A worker who assists with the operation of the 
final inspection table. 

Yam store operative - A worker who carries out as instructed all aspects 
of receipt, storage, and issue of yam, inc1uding simple recording. 

14 
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Dryer operator and7or latex machine operator- A worker who operates a 
vacuum extractor and dryer including setting up the machine or who 
performs any of the following operations on the rubberiser: Feeding, 
primary trough, secondary trough, rolling, measuring, and ticketing. 

Tufting operator - A worker who operates and attends a tufting machine 
during production including threading up after a machine conversion. 

Creeler- A worker who attends the creel supply yam to a tufting machine. 
Latex machine operative-A worker who carries out compounding duties 

as directed including mixing, viscosity checks, stock maintenance and 
cleaning. 

Cone winder - A worker who operates a cone winder machine. 
(iii) Adults in car carpet and mat factories - the following classifications 

and definitions of workers assume that the worker has been 
trained in the standard practices for the job to the degree of 
proficiency required by the employer, and further, that the 
worker is substantially engaged (i.e. engaged for more than 50 
per cent of his time) in carrying out the duties, as defined, 
including keeping necessary production records, to the satisfac
tion of the employer. These defin itions do not include provision 
for control of staff or for abnormal local factory operating condi
tions. 
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MALES FEMALES 
Less than After After five Less than After After five 
12 months' 12 months' years ' 12 months' 12 months' years' 
continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous 
service in service in service in service in service in service in 

Evaluation the the the· the the the 
percentage industry industry industry industry industry industry 

Classification based on Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour 
100 cents cents cents cents cents cents 

Plastic spread 
coating machine . . . .. .. .. . . 117 193.6 197.4 200.7 174.2 177.6 180.7 
operator ..... .... ........ ... .... 

Stock cutter (felt) .. ........... 114 188.6 192.3 195.6 169.8 173.1 176.0 
Stock cutter ( car) 

carpet .... ............ ..... ... 112 185.3 188.9 192.2 166.8 170.0 173.0 
Final inspector (car 

carpet sets) .. ... .... ...... .. 110 182.0 185.6 188.7 163.8 167.0 169.9 ~ 
..... Sewing machinist ( car 

N 
a-.. ..... 

carpet assembly) ...... ... .. 109 180.4 183.9 187.0 162.3 165.5 168.3 
0 

Microthene spreading 
machine operator .. 

Final inspector .......... ..... . 107 177.1 180.5 183.6 159.4 162.5 165.2 
(moulded carpet 
sets) ... .. ... ............. 

Sewing machinist 
(binding and heel 106 175.4 178.8 181.9 157.9 160.9 163.7 
mats) .... .... 

Material handler 
(service hand) .... .. .... ..... 105 173.8 177.1 180.1 156.4 159.4 162.1 

Car carpet moulding 
machine operator .... 103 170.4 173.8 176.7 153.4 156.4 159.1 
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Definitions: 
Trainee - where a worker is being trained for a position classified in this 

clause that worker's wage shall commence at the base 100 rate and shall 
be increased to the 103 rate after a maximum of two months. The 
difference between the 103 rate and the rate for the position for which the 
worker is being trained shall be reduced at regular intervals provided 
that the worker's training progress is satisfactory. 

Plastic spread coating machine operator - A worker in charge of plastic 
spread coating machine who weighs, mixes and prepares plastic materi
als and dyes, sets up the machine and controls the machine during 
production , keeping necessary production records. 

Stock cutter (felt)- A worker who cuts felt to predetermined shapes using 
a slitting machine or clicking press and keeps necessary stock and 
production records. 

Stock cutter (car carpet) - A worker who cuts carpet to shapes required 
for assembly car mats working from patterns or templates and keeps 
necessary production records. _ 

Final inspector (car carpet sets)- A worker who checks component parts 
of sets for finished quality immediately prior to despatch, assembles 
sets, bundles and labels as required. 

Sewing machinists (car carpet assembly) - A worker who matches and 
sews component pieces of stock cut carpet to produce a completed car 
carpet. 

Microthene spreading machine operator - A worker in charge of mic
rothene spread coating machine who sets up the machine for operation, 
including selecting correct speed setting and operates the machine to 
give acceptable standards of quality in the finished product. 

Final inspector (moulded carpet sets) - A worker who inspects moulded 
car carpets immediately prior to despatch. 

Sewing machinists (binding and heel mats) - A worker who binds car 
carpets or positions and sews rubber heel mats to moulded carpet. 

Material handler (service hand) - A worker who moves material as re
quired without supervision. Keeps records and may be required to assist 
with other operations from time to time. 

Car carpet moulding machine operator- A worker who operates a heating 
oven and moulding press and trims carpet to shape. 

(iv) Adults in dyehouses of carpet factones - The following classifica
tions and definitions of workers assume that the worker has 
been trained in the standard practices for the job to the degree of 
proficiency required by the employer, and further, that the 
worker is substantially engaged (i.e. engaged for more than 50 
per cent of his time) in carrying out the duties, as defined, 
including keeping necessary production records, to the satisfac
tion of the employer. These definitions do not include provision 
for control of staff or for abnormal local factory operating condi
tions. 
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MALES FEMALES 
Less than After After five Less than After After five 
12 months' 12 months' years ' 12 months' 12 months' years' 
continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous 
service in service in service .in service in service in service in 

Evaluation the the the the the the 
percentage industry industry industry industry industry industry 

Classification based on Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour 
100 cents cents cents cents cents cents 

Vat controller . ...... .... . .... .. 113 187.0 190.6 193.9 168.3 171.6 174.5 
Dye storeman .. ............ .. . 109 180.4 183.9 187.0 162.3 165.5 168.3 
Autoclave operators 107 177.1 180.5 183.6 159.4 162.5 165.2 
Materia] hand]er 

(service hand) ..... .. ... .. ... 105 173.8 177. l 180. l 156.4 159.4 162.1 
AU other oderators 

not liste above . . ... . . .. . 103 170.4 173.8 176.7 153.4 156.4 159.1 
~ 

00 
N ...... 
N 
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Definitions: 
Trainee - Where a worker is being trained for a position classified in this 

clause that worker's wage shall commence at the base 100 rate and shall 
be increased to the 103 rate after a maximum of two months. The 
difference between the 103 rate and the rate for the position for which the 
worker is being trained shall be reduced at regular intervals provided 
that the worker's training progress is satisfactory. 

Vat controller - A worker who has control of the tank dyeing vats during 
the full dye cycle; does an arithmetical check of the claculators of 
weights of chemicals and dyestuffs on the formula given to him by his 
supervisor; obtains the weighed dyestuffs and related chemicals fo r each 
dyeing from the dye storeman; on occasions he may do his own weighing 
out of these; prepares the vat for dyeing in accordance with instructions 
from his supervisor, introduces the materials to be dyed , controls the 
checks the dyeing process . On completion of the dye cycle takes a 
sample to be checked for shade by supervision; makes additions of 
chemicals for "off shade" as instructed; applies "conditioner" chemi
cals in accordance with current standards ; records vat production and 
stopped time , in accordance with standard practice. 

Dye store man - A worker who assembles and weighs batches of dyestuffs 
according to written instructions; keeps salt bins full, maintains records 
of mataials usage for stock control purposes; may be required to do an 
arithmetical check by weights, of chemicals and dyestuffs in the for
mulae before weighing them out. 

Autoclave operator - A worker who controls all autoclave operations 
such as the manual or automatic cycles required for the relaxing or twist 
setting of various carpet yams; or the bulking of acrylic, natural and 
man-made fibre. This worker is given a list of various materials required 
for each vat; it is his responsibility to ensure correct yam type and count 
is prepared for loading; must also have a good knowledge of yarn types 
and counts and must be able to recognise yam type and counts as he can 
have as many as six variations in dyeing loads on floor at any given time. 

Material handler (service hand) - A worker who moves material as re
quired without supervision. Keeps records and may be required to assist 
with other operations from time to time. 

(b) Adults in felting factories - The following classifications and defini
tions of workers assume that the worker has been trained in the 
standard practices for the job to the degree of proficiency re
quired by the employer, and further, that the worker is substan
tially engaged (i.e . engaged for more than 50 per cent of his time) 
in carrying out the duties as defined, including keeping neces
sary production records, to the satisfaction of the employer. 
These definitions do not include provision for control of staff or 
for abnormal local factory operating conditions. 
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MALES FEMALES 
Less than After After five Less than After After five 
12 months' 12 months' years' 12 months' 12 months' years' 
continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous 
service in service in service. in service in service in service in 

Evaluation the the the the the the 

Classification 
percentage industry industry industry industry industry industry 
based on Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour 

100 cents cents cents cents cents cents 

Senior operator 
(felt carding) . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . 118 195.3 199.1 202.5 175.7 179.2 182.2 

Vat controller .... ............ ... 113 187.0 190.6 193.9 168.3 171.6 174.5 
Head blender 

(felting) .. ................ .. ... .. 109 180.4 183.9 187.0 162.3 165.5 168.3 
Flat hardener ............. ...... 108 178.7 182.2 185.3 160.8 164.0 166.8 
Tenterer .. ........ ...... ..... ... ... 
Head finisher ................... 105 173.8 177.1 180.1 156.4 159.4 162.1 ~ 

N Material handler N 
0 -

(service hand) .. .... ....... .. ~ 

Other workers ...... .... ... .. ... 100 165.5 168.7 171.6 148.9 151.8 154.4 
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Definitions: 
Trainee - Where a worker is being trained for a position classified in this 

clause that worker's wage shall commence at the base 100 rate and shall 
be increased to the 103 rate after a maximum of two months. The 
difference between the 103 rate and the rate for the position for which the 
worker is being trained shall be reduced at regular intervals provided 
that the worker's training progress is satisfactory. 

Senior operator (felt carding) - A worker designated as such by manage
ment who carries out all routine adjustments of machines for changes of 
speed, count or twist, checks weights , and carries out any minor repairs 
and servicing as required by management. 

Vat controller - A worker who in accordance with instructions from his 
head dyer, prepares the vats for dyeing, weighs and measures batches of 
dyestuffs and related chemicals, controls and checks the dyeing pro
cess, takes dye samples , inspects for correct dyeing and makes additions 
to the dye liquors. 

Head blender (includes felting factories) - A worker with a detailed 
knowledge of felt specifications, who is responsible for assembling 
blend specifications, who is responsible for assembling blend con
stituents, weighing off in specified proportions to give blend weight , 
controlling and adjusting blending and oiling machinery, controlling oil 
application, servicing recovery machines with waste, weighing and re-
cording production. . 

Flat hardener- A worker with a knowledge of felting who is responsible 
for operating a felting machine , making necessary adjustments , includ
ing those to temperature and speed according to instructions. 

Tenterer - A worker who is responsible for driving a tenter-drying 
machine at appropriate tensions, speeds and temperatures, preparing 
and applying correct size mixtures and recording productions. 

Head finisher(felts)-A worker designated as such by management who is 
responsible for controlling fitiishing operations including pressing, cut
ting, measuring, and rolling; he may also detect faults as instructed. 

Material handler ( service hand) - A worker who moves material as re
quired without supervision. Keeps records and may be required to assist 
with other operations from time to time. 
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(c) In rug factories -
MALES FEMALES 

Less than After After five Less than After After five 
12 months' 12 months' years' 12 months' 12 months' years' 
continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous continuous 
service in service in service in service in service in service in 

the the the the the the 
industry industry industry industry industry industry 

Classification Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour Per Hour 
cents cents cents cents cents cents 

Rug cutter (as defined) ... ........ .. ..... .... . 185.3 188.9 192.2 166.8 170.0 173.0 
Cutting operator ....... ·· · · ············· ·· ·· 175.4 178.8 181.9 157.9 160.9 163.7 
Material handler 

(service hand) ...... . .... . ....... ···· · ····· ··· 173.8 177.1 180.1 156.4 159.4 162.1 
Head chenille cutter 

(as defined) .... .... ... ·· ······ · · ·· · ········ · 168.8 172.1 175.0 
N Rug machinist ..... ........ ....... ... ..... ..... .. .. 157.8 160.9 163.7 ~ 

N N Weaver (as defined) ...................... ....... ....... 

Beamer (as defined) ......... ......... ... ...... 152.5 155.4 158.1 0\ 

Head winder (as defined) .. ..... ............. 
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Definitions: 
Trainee - Where a worker is being trained for a position classified in this 

clause that worker's wage shall commence at the base 100 rate and shall 
be increased to the 103 rate after a maximum of two months. The 
difference between the 103 rate and the rate for the position for which the 
worker is being trained shall be reduced at regular intervals provided 
that the worker's training progress is satisfactory. 

Rug cutter - As aefined a worker who cuts rugs to shapes using patterns 
and/or templates , also keeping necessary production records . 

Cutting operator - A worker who cuts carpets or pelts to predetermined 
sizes for making of rugs and who keeps necessary production records. 

Material handler (service hand) - Is a worker who moves material as 
required without supervision; keeps records and may be required to 
assist with other operations from time to time. 

Head chenille cutter - is a man who is in charge and performs any work 
necessary on the cutter. He has to sharpen and set all knives regularly 
and cut by power the chenille from the weft looms in readiness to be 
transferred to chenille looms. 

Weaver- is a female who works either chenille or weft loom. The chenille 
loom makes the actual floor rug while the weft weaves the wool for the 
first stage in the manufacture of the rugs. 

Beamer - is a female who winds the warp threads from the warp onto the 
beams in readiness to be taken to the looms. 

Head winder - is a female in charge of winding of all yarn, selecting all 
colours for the weaving of same, and keeping a continuous supply to all 
looms. 

(d) The wage in every case shall be an hourly one, and a worker shall be 
entitled to be paid only for the time actually worked. 

(e) Females - The minimum hourly rate for females employed in rug 
factories hand stitching in the making up of rugs where heavy 
leather or rubberised backing is used shall be not less than 157.9 
cents per hour. 

(f) Junior Workers - The rates for junior males and females shall be 
calculated as a percentage proportion of the approapriate adult 
male or female rate respectively, as shown below: 

(Base 100) 
Per Hour 

Males 
$ 

(Base 100) Females 
Per Hour $ 

Under 17 years ... .. ..... 0.993c = 39.72 0.894c 
17 to 17½ years $1.159 = 46.34 $1.043 
17½ to 18 years. ... .. . . $1.407 = 56.27 $1.267 
Thereafter the appropriate adult rate. 

35.76 
41.72 
50.66 

(g) A female worker who is employed in any operation for which there is a 
classification in terms of subclause (a) of this clause shall be paid a 
corresponding evaluation percentage on a base of 100 equals the 
appropriate rate being paid to such worker in terms of subclause (f) 
of this clause. 

(h) No worker shall have his wages reduced by virtue of the coming into 
operation of this agreement. 

(i) (i) Trainer - is a worker appointed by the employer to erform full-time 
the duties of teaching beginners the standard practices of a job as 
required by the employer including the keeping of training records. 
Such worker shall be paid at the skill evaluation of not less than 
116. 

(ii) Operator Trainer ~ is a worker who is normally employed as a produc
tion worker, not subject to the provisions of clause 8 or 9 of this 
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agreement, and who is called upon from time to time to perform the 
duties of teaching beginners the standard practices of a job as 
required by the employer, including the keeping of training re
cords. Such operator trainer shall be paid $1.20 per day or shift 
additional to the amount of earnings during the day or shift or part 
thereof while so teaching. 

(j) Where new processes are introduced or processes are not already 
evaluated definitions, classifications, and skill margins based on 
job evaluation shall be agreed by the employers and the union prior 
to the next conciliation council. 

OVERTIME 
7. (a) All time worked in any one day outside or in excess of the hours 

prescribed in clause 3 of this agreement shall be paid for at the rate of time and 
a half for the first three hours and double time thereafter: Provided that any 
time worked after noon on Saturdays and on Sundays shall be paid for at 
double time rates. 

(b) Where a worker is required to work overtime after a meal break , he or 
she shall be provided with a suitable meal free of charge by the employer, or 
alternatively shall be paid a meal allowance of $1.10. 

Where a worker has to work more than four hours continuous overtime on 
any one day , he or she shall be provided with a suitable meal or be paid a meal 
allowance of $1.10 after each four hours of overtime provided overtime 
continues beyond that point. 

For the purposes of this clause a suitable meal shall comprise freshly 
cooked meat, fresh vegetables and potatoes, with bread and butter and tea or 
coffee. 

(c) Any worker having worked overtime shall not be required to recom
mence work until after an interval of eight hours. 

(d) When a worker has been notified on the previous day of intention to 
work overtime and such overtime is cancelled on the day on which it was to be 
worked, the worker shall be paid an hour's pay at overtime rates. 

(e) A worker who is required to work overtime on a Saturday or Sunday 
shall be paid for a minimum of three hours at overtime rates . This shall not 
apply to overtime worked in conjunction with a shift. 

PIECEWORK 
8. (a) In any department where piecework is worked the rate shall be so 

fixed that the average piecework earnings in that department shall not be less 
than 15 per cent above the appropriate time rate prescribed in this agreement. 

(b) Any pieceworker who does not earn in any week the minimum time rate 
specified in this agreement shall have his or her wages made up to that 
amount. 

( c) In the case of weavers, the length of the warp and price per cut shall be 
clearly stated when the work is put on the loom. Pick counters shall be 
installed and the price per 1,000 picks shall be clearly stated. Dockets shall be 
supplied to each pieceworker for the purpose of checking the quantities of 
work, and where clocks are not used workers shall be paid for the actual 
yardage woven. 

(d) Except where otherwise provided pieceworkers , including weavers, 
required to wait, or if the machine is required to stand five minutes or longer, 
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for any reason whatever, shall be paid for all time so waiting or standing at the 
rate prescribed in this agreement. In the case of a weaver on two looms where 
one loom is standing, such payment shall be at half the time rates prescribed in 
this agreement. Where automatic recording stoppage clocks are not fitted to 
looms, time sheets shall be supplied for the purpose of entering such waiting 
or standing time, and such waiting or standing time shall be entered by the 
worker concerned and intialled by the foreman, subject to the right of appeal 
by the worker in the event of the foreman refusing to sign. 

(e) In the event of any change occurring in the conditions of working, by the 
introduction of new machinery or additional power, necessitating an altera
tion in any piecework rates , then such rates shall be settled and fixed in 
accordance with clause 30 of this agreement. The employer shall notify the 
union of all such changes. 

(f) In addition to their earnings, pieceworkers on overtime shall be paid a 
sum equal to one half of their earnings in the first three hours of overtime on 
any day, and a sum equal to their earnings in any overtime thereafter on that 
day. 

(g) A copy of the piecework log shall be exhibited in a place in each 
department accessible to all pieceworkers. 

(h) Pieceworkers shall be paid the same rate as time workers when emp
loyed at cleaning or doing work other than piecework, such cleaning and other 
work being not included in ordinary work. Such other work shall be entered 
by the worker concerned and initialled by the foreman, subject to the right of 
appeal in the event of the foreman refusing to sign. 

(i) Where any pieceworker is teaching a beginner, such pieceworker shall be 
paid $1.20 per day additional to the amount of earnings during the day or part 
thereof while so teaching, with a minimum payment of $6, provided that both 
teacher and beginner remain available. Any individual pieceworker who 
teaches a beginner shall be paid during tuition average earnings calculated 
over the preceding three weeks. 

(j) When the wages of time workers are increased, pieceworkers' rates shall 
be increased to comply with subclause (a) of this clause. 

BONUS SYSTEMS 
9. (a) No bonus system shall be introduced or altered in any factory under 

this agreement without negotiation between the employer, the workers di
rectly concerned , and a representative of the workers' union. Should it 
become impossible to reach agreement, any of the abovementioned J?arties 
may refer the question to the Conciliator for the industrial district in which the 
factory is situated for decision. Any party dissatisfied with the decision of the 
Conciliator may appeal to the Industrial Court upon giving written notice of 
such appeal to the other parties within 21 days after such decision shall have 
been communicated to the party desirous of appealing. 

The union shall be provided with a copy of any agreement reached which 
shall remain strictly confidential to the parties to the agreement. 

(b) Where any bonus worker is teaching a beginner, such bonus worker 
shall be paid $1.20 per day additional to the amount of earnings during the day 
or part thereof while so teaching, with a minimum payment of $6, provided 
that both teacher and beginner remain available. Any individual bonus worker 
who teaches a beginner shall be paid during tuition average earnings calcu
lated over the preceding three weeks. 

CARPET WEAVERS 
10. A carpet weaver employed as such as at 5 October 1970 ifnot employed 

on piecework , shall be paid a time wage of not less than 10 per cent of the time 
rates provided herein so long as such worker remains continuously employed 
on weaving in his present employment. 
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The above shall also apply to a trainee carpet weaver employed as at 5 
October 1970, when he has completed his weaver training, provided he is 
continuously employed on weaving in his present employment. 

For the purpose of this clause , continuity of employment shall not be 
deemed to be broken when a weaver is directed by management to other work 
within the establishment and subsequently resumes weaving. Nothing in this 
clause shall apply to the particular workers provided for in subclause (c) of 
clause 6 of this agreement. 

Where a weaver has to operate a creel or assist at creeling he shall be paid a 
mutually agreed upon allowance, provided that arrangements or allowances 
in force at 28 November 1972 shall be taken to have been mutually agreed. 

TUNERS 
11. The number of tuners employed in a carpet factory shalJ be according to 

the number of carpet looms in use in such factory in proportion of one tuner to 
each 12 narrow looms; if broad looms are in use, the number of looms in use 
per tuner shall be such number as is equivalent to 12 narrow looms. Six 
broadlooms equal 12 narrow looms. When a tuner is called upon to tune more 
than 12 narrow looms or the equivalent number of broadlooms he shall be paid 
for the extra looms at the rate of$ l .31 per narrow loom or $2.62 per broadloom 
per day,-with a maximum of four additional narrow looms or two additional 
broadlooms. 

TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT 
12. (a) In the case of hourly workers, 24 hour's notice, to include one 

ordinary working day, of the termination of the employment shall be given by 
either party. In the case of weekly workers, one week's notice, consisting of 
five ordinary working days, shall be given by either party, but this shall not 
prevent the employer from summarily dismiss ing a worker for serious mis
conduct. Where the employment is terminated by the worker without notice, 
or by the employer without notice or good cause, one day's wages in the case 
of hourly workers, and one week's wages in the case of weekly workers, shall 
be paid or forfeited in lieu of notice. 

(b) The procedures for offences constituting less than serious misconduct 
shall be as follows: 

First Offence - An oral warning the giving of which shall be recorded in 
the employee's personnel file. 

Second Offence - A written reprimand is to be given to the employee with 
a copy placed in the employee's personnel file. The employee will at this 
time be called to meet with the departmental supervisor or plant man
ager who will have with him the personnel officer (or other appropriate 
officer of the company) and foreman of the department concerned. The 
employee shall be warned that his record is not up to the expected 
standard, that he is receiving his final warning and that any further 
offence will render him liable to dismissal. 

A copy of the reprimand shall be given to the local union secretary 
and either the local union secretary or another union official wilJ be 
invited to be present when the employee is given his final warning. 

Third Offence - In terms of the final warning previously given, the 
employee will be notified that this further offence now means that his 
employment will be terminated in terms of the agreement procedures for 
dismissal with notice. The company's decision will be notified to the 
union in writing when the employee is advised or as soon as possible 
after the decision has been conveyed to the employee. 

Any single disciplinary warning issued under this procedure may be 
withdrawn by management at any time and in no case shall the warning 
remain in an employee's personnel file for a period longer than twelve 
months. 
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The above provisions are not restricted to repetitions of a specific 
form of offence but may be applied to separate offences of a clearly 
dissimilar nature. 

ABANDONMENT OF EMPLOYMENT 
13. Where an employee absents himself from work for a continuous period 

exceeding five days without the consent of the employer or without notifica
tion to the employer, or without good cause, he shall be deemed to have 
terminated his employment without notice. 

(NOTE - The expression "good cause" denotes cause as serious as, for 
example, unexpected hospitalisation.) 

PAYMENT OF WAGES 
14. (a) All wages including overtime shall be paid weekly not later than 

Thursday and within working hours: Provided that when holidays are taken at 
the Christmas period, the annual holidays' payment shall be made at least one 
working day prior to the break-up. 

(b) In any week where a holiday falls and is observed on a Thursday or 
Friday, wages shall be paid not later than Wednesday of that week except in 
the case of night shift workers whose pay day may be on the last ordinary shift 
before the holiday provided that such shift ends not later than 8 a.m. on the 
day before the holiday. 

(c) Subject to the provisions of the Accident Compensation Act 1972and to 
the provisions of subclause (a) of clause 17 of this agreement no deduction 
shall be made from wages of any worker for whom a weekly wage is pre
scribed by this agreement other than for time lost through the sickness or 
default of the worker or through accident not arising out of and in the course of 
the employment. 

(d) In the event of an employee being discharged he shall be paid the wages 
due to him, in cash or if the worker so agrees by cheque calculated to the time 
of his departure from the factory, on the same day during working hours 
except that where a worker's employment is terminated without notice or 
before 8 a.m. the employer may pay wages due to such worker during the next 
ordinary working day provided there is no undue delay. 

(e) Full details of earnings and deductions shall be supplied to each emp
loyee . 

(f) Notwithstanding any provision contained in this agreement an employer 
may pay the amount of wages due to any worker to the nearest dollar above 
the precise calculation: Provided that the difference between the precise 
calculation and the nearest dollar payment above the calculation is carried 
forward as a deduction into the following pay calculation. Workers shall be 
supplied with details in writing of the manner in whicTi their wages have been 
calculated. 

HIGHER DUTIES 
15. (a) Where there is no member of the staff designated by the management 

as in charge of four or more workers, a leading hand shall be employed and 
shall be paid not less than $1.36 per day or shift in addition to his agreement 
rates of pay. 

(b) Any worker called upon to perform any work for which a higher rate is 
prescribed than his or her usual rate of pay shall be paid such higher rate for 
the time he or she is so employed. 

HOLIDAYS 
16. (a) The following shall be the recognised holidays: New Year's Day and 

the day following, New Zealand Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac 
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Day, the birthday of the reigning Sovereign, Labour Day, Christmas Day, 
Boxing Day, and Anniversary Day (or a day to be mutally agreed upon in lieu 
thereof). Should any of the foregoing holidays , except New Zealand Day or 
Anzac Day fall on a Saturday or Sunday, it shall be observed on the following 
Monday. When Christmas Day and New Year's Day fall on a Saturday or a 
Sunday, then Boxing Day and the day following New Year's Day shall be 
observed on the following Tuesday: Provided that when Anniversary Day 
falls on a Saturday a full day's pay may be given in lieu of transferring the 
holiday to another day. 

(b) Payment for the said holidays shall be made at the same rate as for an 
ordinary working day when any of the said holidays falls on or is observed 
upon an ordinary working day-i.e., Monday to Friday, both days inclusive . 

(c) The payment for the said holidays shall be made in accordance with the 
provisions of the Factories Act 1946 to all persons who have been employed in 
the factory at any time during the fortnight ending on the day on which the 
holiday occurs. 

(J) Any work Jone on any Sunday or on any of the holidays mentioned in 
subclause (a) of this clause shall be paid at the rate of double time. In respect 
of hol idays this shall be in addition to the payment prescribed in subclause (b) 
of this clause. 

ANNUAL HOLIDAYS 
17. (a) Except as otherwise provided, every worker shall at the end of each 

year of his employment by any employer become entitled to an annual holiday 
of two weeks paid on the basis of the worker's average weekly taxable 
earnings: Provided that the holiday pay does not exceed the worker's ordi
nary pay plus 30 per cent and provided, further , that in no case shall the 
holiday pay be less than the worker's ordinary pay at the time of taking the 
holiday. For the purpose of calculating a worker's average weekly taxable 
earnings for the year the employer may fix a close-off date other than the 
anniversary date of the worker's commencement of employment. 

(b) On completion of two years ' continuous service with the same employer 
each worker shall for the second and subsequent years be entitled to a third 
week's annual holiday paid as prescribed in subclause (a) of this clause. The 
third week may be allowed either in conjunction with or separately from the 
first two weeks. 

(c) (i) Workers regularly employed on shift work of a class entitling them to 
be paid a shift allowance under clause 5 of this agreement shall after 12 
months' continuous service as such be granted three weeks' annual holiday . 

(ii) Any worker who is employed for less than 12 months on shift work as 
defined in paragraph (i) of this subclause shall in add.ition to two weeks' annual 
holiday under the A11nual Holidays Act 1944 be granted a further period of 
holiday representing the corresponding proportionate part of one week extra 
granted to regular shift workers under paragraph (i) of this subclause. 

(iii) The third week's holiday or proportion thereof as the case may be, may 
be allowed either in conjunction with or separately from the first two weeks as 
the employer may decide . 

(iv) Upon completion of two years' continuous service with the same 
employer, a shift worker shall be granted in respect of the second and each 
subsequent year of service with that employer an additional week's annual 
holiday or paid a week's wages in lieu thereof as the worker may elect. 

(d) For the purpose of this clause lump sum special payments shall be 
excluded from the computation of average weekly taxable earnings, and 
ordinary pay shall be as defined in the Annual Holidays Act 1944. 

(e) Where a holiday is taken in more than one period the amount payable 
under this clause shall be divided proportionately. Where a holiday is allowed 
wholly or partly in advance of the date fixed by the employer as provided in 
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subclause (a) of this clause it shall be sufficient compliance with this clause for 
payment to be assessed on the percentage formula prescribed in subclause (f) 
of this clause subject to final adjustment and payment of any remainder after 
that date, provided that in no case shall the holiday pay be less than the 
worker's ordinary pay at the time of taking the holiday. 

(f) Where the employment of any worker is terminated at the end of a period 
of employment which is not less than three weeks but less than one year, the 
employer shall forthwith pay to the worker, in addition to all other amounts 
due to him, an amount equal to 4 per cent of his gross taxable earnings but not 
exceeding 5.2 per cent of his gross ordinary pay for that period of employ
ment. 

(g) Where the period of employment is less than three weeks the amount to 
be paid as proportinate holiday pay shall be as prescribed by the Annual 
Holidays Act 1944. 

(h) Where it is customary for any employer to allow annual holidays to his 
workers or to any class of his workers during a period in each year when his 
premises are closed or the work of these workers is for any reason discon
tinued, and at the date of commencement of any such period any such worker 
has not become entitled to an annual holiday then the worker shall not be 
enfitled to any wages for two weeksTollowtng that day, but the employers-hall 
before that date pay to him, in addition to all other amounts due to him, an 
amount equal to 4 per cent of his gross taxable earnings but not exceeding 5.2 
per cent of his gross ordinary pay for the period of his employment up to that 
date, and the next year of his employment shall be deemed to commence on 
that date. 

(i) Where a worker is entitled to an annual holiday of three weeks instead of 
two weeks the provisions of subclauses (f) and (h) of this clause shall be 
modified to provide payment of an amount equal to 6 per cent of the worker's 
gross taxable earnings but not exceeding 7. 8 per cent of his gross ordinary pay 
for the period of his employment. 

(j) Holiday pay for pieceworkers shall be at the rate of their normal average 
earnings, based on the same conditions as laid down in subclause (a) of this 
clause, which shall be determined from the records for a period ofnot less than 
four weeks during the 12 months preceding the annual holiday approved by 
the workers and the employers concerned. 

(k) Unless the holiday period is fixed by mutual arrangem~nt, workers shall 
receive at least one month's notice before leave has to be taken. 

(1) Holiday pay shall be paid to workers prior to commencing their holiday 
period. 

LONG SERVICE LEAVE 
18. (~) A worker. shall ~e entitled to special holidays as follows: 

(1) One special holiday of twc_> weeks after the completion of 20 years 
and before the completion of30 years of continuous service with 
the same employer; 

(ii) One special holiday qf three weeks after the completion of 30 years 
and before the completion of 40 years' continuous service with 
the same employer; 

(iii) One spe_cial holiday_of fiv_e weeks after the completion of 40 years' 
contmuous service with the same employer. 

(b) Should a worker have completed 30 years of continuous service with the 
same employer prior to the 30th day of May 1969 he shall not be entitled to the 
special holiday provided in paragraph (i) of subclause (a) of this clause. Should 
a worker h~ve completed 40 years of continuous service with the same 
empl_oyer _pnor to 30 M~y 1969 .~e shall not be entitled to the special holiday 
provided m paragraph (1) and (11) of subclause (a) of this clause. 
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(c) AU such special holidays provided tor m subcJause ta) ot this clause shall 
be paid on the basis of the worker's average weekly taxable earnings , pro
vided that the holiday pay does not exceed the worker's ordinary pay plus 30 
per cent and provided, further, that in no case shall the holiday pay be less 
than the worker's ordinary pay at the time of taking the holiday. Holidays 
taken under this clause may be taken in one or more periods and at such time 
or times as may be agreed by the employer and the worker. 

(d) If a worker having become entitled to a special holiday le~ves his 
employment before such holiday has been taken he shall be paid in lieu 
thereof. 

(e) The provisions of this clause shall not apply where an employer has in 
operation or brings into operation an alternative scheme for rewarding service 
which is not less favourable to the worker than the foregoing. 

COMPASSIONATE LEAVE 
19. In the event of a death in New Zealand of a member of the immediate 

family of a worker covered by this agreement, the employer shall grant to that 
worker up to three days' compassionate leave. The worker shall be paid at his 
ordinary rate of pay for the period of the leave. For the purpose of this clause 
"immediate member of the family" means parent , husband, wife, child, 
brother or sister. 

CONTINUITY OF SERVICE 
20. (a) For the purposes of this agreement '' Continuous service with the 

same employer" shall not be deemed to be broken by reason of the sale or 
transfer of a business to a new employer who continues to employ such 
workers. 

(b) A break in service for a period not exceeding six months for maternity 
purposes shall not affect continuity of service in respect of anything contained 
in this agreement. 

GENERAL 
21. (a) The rate payable for the weaving of carpet sample ranges and drop 

weaving in excess of normal operations shall be determined by mutual agree
ment between the employer, the union, and the weaver concerned. 

(b) In time of slackness or overtime, work shall, where practicable, be 
evenly divided between the workers in their own departments. 

( c) An employer shall not require any worker to do any work whatsoever off 
the working premises, and no worker shall consent to do any such work. 

(d) When overtime is worked in any department, the allotted number of 
machines per worker shall not be more than the number worked during the 
hours of from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. except with an appropriate adjustment of 
wages. 

(e) The employers shall, on written request, at intervals of not less than 
three months, supply to the secretary of the union in the district the names and 
addresses of all workers employed under this agreement, and also the names 
and addresses of a11 workers as have attained the age of I 8 years at that time. 

(f) Every worker who commences or reports for work at the required 
starting time shall be paid an ordinary day's pay if there is no work available, 
unless notice to this effect has been given on the previous day. 

DRESSING, DINING, AND DRYING ROOMS 
22. (a) In all factories, dressing rooms shall be provided for both male and 

female workers in which sufficient loeker accommodation is provided to hang 
the street clothing of all workers employed. There shall also be provided a 
room with suitable couch accommodation for rest in cases of temporary 
indisposition of male and female workers . 
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(bf Adequate clean and well ventilated dining rooms shall be provided with 
sufficient accommodation for all workers employed. . 

(c) Sufficient and proper ablution facilities with toilet soap or an acceptable 
liquid toilet soap and towels provided by the employer shall be provided , at 
which hot and cold water is available at any time. All wash-basins shall be 
kept in a state of cleanliness. 

(d) In all factories reasonable facilities shall be provided for drying the 
clothing of workers in agreed wet places, which has become wet in the course 
o{ their work. 

SICK PAY 
23. (a) After 12 months' continuous service with the same employer a 

worker shall be entitled in each subsequent year of service to sick pay for up to 
five days calculated at the rate of his ordinary pay. Sick pay shall accumulate 
up to a maximum of 30 days by carrying forward from one year to the next any 
unused sick pay of up to 25 days. 

(b) Sick pay shall not be paid in respect of any statutory or agreement 
holiday for which the worker is entitled to full pay. 

(c) The daily rate for sick pay shall be calculated according to the number of 
working days for which the worker's ordinary weekly pay is paid. 

(d) An employer may require a claim for sick pay to be supported by a 
medical certificate. 

(e) The worker shall, where practicable, ensure notice is given to the 
employer on the first day of absence due to illness: 

(t) The employer shall also have the right to require the worker to produce 
additionally a medical certificate at the employer's expense from a doctor 
nominated by the employer. 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
24. (a) An employee who is appointed as a first aid man or woman and who 

holds a St John's or Red Cross certificate shall be paid $2 per week extra. 
(b) (i) Workers regularly employed on fettling and/or handling emulsified 

wool at the feeding end of cards with six months' service or over under this 
agreement shall be provided with one pair of overalls ( or trousers) and one 
pair of boots per annum: Provided that when overalls ( or trousers) are worn or 
unserviceable, the same shall be replaced. 

(ii) One pair of boots per annum shall be provided for all full-time workers 
on the condensers. 

(iii) Where workers are employed in mixing latex solution for application to 
carpet they shall be supplied with overalls , and suitable footwear as found 
necessary. A suitable apron shall also be supplied ori request. 

(iv) Where footwear is required to be supplied in accordance with the terms 
of this subclause, and it is desirable because of the nature of the work 
undertaken that safety footwear be worn, such footwear shall be provided. 

(c) When a worker becomes seriously ill on the job the employer shall 
provide him with free transport to his home, or hospital, whichever is neces
sary. 

(d) The employer sha11 provide each employee with two smocks, or two 
overalls, whichever is appropriate per annum: Provided that where smocks or 

· overalls are not provided, the employee shall receive a clothing allowance of 
~O cents per week. 

(e) All tools necessary for all work in the factories under this agreement 
shall be provided free of charge to the employees and shall remain the 
property of the employer. 

(t) All floors near or around machines shall be kept in as clean a condition 
and as free from oil or grease as possible. 
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(g) A reasonable temperature shall be maintained in each workroom. 
(h) No female shall be required to lift or carry any article or goods weighing 

over 35 lb. 
(i) No employee shall clean or repair machinery whilst it is in motion. 
(j) No worker shall be required to work on moving machinery when he is 

beyond calling distance or out of sight of some other person. 
(k) Workers employed cleaning machines with kerosene, ammonia or other 

detergents shall be supplied with gloves or barrier cream. 
(1) Where a worker is required by the employer to use his own car on 

authorised company business and provided such worker is willing, he shall be 
paid 15 cents per mile and he shall be responsible for arranging his own 
msurance. 

(m) Employers shall , on receipt in writing of employees' consent, deduct 
union subscriptions from wages and forward same to the union secretary. 

(n) On request, the employer shall facilitate the collection of subscriptions 
for an approved group sickness or accident benefit scheme. 

(o) The em_ployer shall permit a notice board to be erected in an approved 
place in the establishment for the display of official union notices . 

(p) The employer may refuse to allow a worker to start work or to continue 
working where the worker's clothing is so unsuitabl e that it may lead to an 
industrial accident. 

WET WORK, DIRTY WORK AND DANGEROUS WORK 
25. (a) Workers employed in the dyehouse, scouring department, or other 

agreed wet place shall be supplied with suitable waterproof boots, waterproof 
clothing and gloves, which shall remain the property of the employer and shall 
not be removed from the employer's premises. 

(b) Workers cleaning out the wool-drying machine when the temperature of 
such machine is 32 degrees Celsius or more shall be paid 14.2 cents per hour 
additional while so employed. 

STOP WORK MEETINGS 
26. The union may hold up to two stop-work meetings per year of workers 

employed under this agreement, such meetings to be of no longer duration 
than two hours: Provided that such meetings shall be arranged at a place on a 
day and at a time as are agreed to between the union and the local employers: 
Provided, further, that the union shall give at least two weeks ' notice of its 
intention to hold such a meeting. Employers shall be entitled to make a 
rateable deduction from weekly wages for all time lost in attending stop-work 
meetings. 

Provided, however, that if absence from work for the purpose of attending 
the meetings specified in this clause is confined to two hours or less , all 
members who attend shall not suffer loss of ordinary time wages, provided 
also that satisfactory arrangements for the maintenance of continuous proces
ses are made. 

The union secretary shall ensure that a list showing the names of the 
appropriate employees at the meeting is forwarded to the employer concerned 
without delay, also advising the time at which the meeting ended. 

REDUNDANCY 
27. Where the employment of any worker is terminated because of redun

dancy, the following conditions shall apply: 
(a) Redundancy shall mean an excess of manpower resulting from 

mechanisation, rationalisation or from a decrease in business ac
tivity, including the closing down of an enterprise or changes in 
plant, methods, materials or products, or reorganisation or other 
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iike cause requiring a permanent reduction in the number of work
ers employed on other than a casual, temporary, or seasonal basis. 

(b) Where the employment of any worker is to be terminated because the 
worker has become redundant, the following provisions shall 
apply: 

(i) A worker with more than 30 days' and up to 12 months' continuous 
employment with the same employer shall be entitled to one 
week's notice of the termination of his employment. 

(ii) A worker with more than 12 months' continuous employment with 
the same employer shall be entitled to two weeks' notice of the 
termination of his employment. 

(iii) Provided that in any case the employer may elect to pay or the 
worker may elect to take wages in lieu of the appropriate notice. 

(c) The employer shall advise the union or unions concerned of intended 
dismissals due to redundancy and shall afford such union or unions 
the opportunity of consultation. 

(d) The selection of employees to be dismissed for redundancy rea~ons 
shall, all things being equal , be "last on - first off". 

(e) Workers whose employment has been terminated due to redundancy 
shall, where practicable, be given preference for re-employment. 

FACTORIES ACT 
28. All the provisions of the Factories Act 1946 and its amendments relating 

to the employment of persons in factories and not herein specifically set forth 
shall be deemed to be incorporated in this agreement and shall be observed 
accordingly. 

CONTROL OF FACTORY 
29. (a) Every employer shall have full control over the managment of his 

own factory and shall be entitled to make such regulations, not inconsistent 
with the provisions of the Factories Act 1946 and its amendments, or of this 
agreement, as he shall deem necessary for time-keeping and good order. 

(b) It is the employer's right to introduce whatever machinery his business 
may require, and to divide or subdivide labour in any way he may deem 
necessary, subject to the payment of wages as hereinafter set forth: Provided 
that should any new process be introduced requiring the employment of 
workers not provided for in the classification set out in clause 6 of this 
agreement, the classification of such workers shall be fixed in accordance 
with the provisions of clause 30 of this agreement. 

DISPUTES 
30. (a) The procedure set out in the succeeding provisions of this clause 

shall apply to a dispute ofrights between the parties bound by this instrument, 
or any of them, including a dispute on: 

(i) The interpretation of this instrument; or 
(ii) Any matter (not being a personal grievance within the meaning of 

section 117 of the Industrial Relations Act 1973) related to 
matters dealt with in this instrument and not specifically and 
clearly disposed of by the terms of this instrument. 

(b) Either the workers' union or the employer or employers who are parties 
to any such dispute may invoke the procedure . 

(c) The union and the employer or employers who are parties to any such 
dispute shall refer the dispute to a committee consisting of an equal number of 
representatives appointed respectively by the union and the employer or 
employers concerned , together with a chairman who shall be: 
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(i) Mutually agreed upon by the parties; or 
(ii) If there is no such agreement, either a conciliator or person ap

pointed by him. 
(d) A decision reached by a majority of the committee shall be the decision 

of the committee; but if the members of the committee (other than the 
chairman) are equally divided in opinion, the chairman may either: 

(i) Make a decision, which shall then be the decision of the committee; 
or 

(ii) Refer the dispute forthwith to the Industrial Court for settlement. 
(e) Subject to the right of appeal conferred by subclause (f) of this clause, 

the decision of the committee shall be binding on the parties to the dispute. 
(f) Any party may appeal to the Industrial Court against a decision of the 

committee, or any part of that decision. The appellant shal1: 
(i) Within 14 days after the date on which the decision of the committee 

has been made known to him, give to every other party written 
notice of his intention to appeal; and 

(ii) Within seven days after the date on which that notice has been 
given, lodge with the Registrar of the Industrial Court a written 
notice of appeal; and 

(iii)_ Specify in each such notice the decision or the part of the decision to 
which the appeal relates. 

(g) The essence of this clause being that, pending the settlement of the 
dispute, the work of the employer shall not on any account be impeded but 
shall at all times proceed as if no dispute .pad arisen, it is hereby provided that: 

(i) No worker em ployed by any employer who is a party to the dispute 
shall discontinue or impede normal work, either totally or par
tially, because of the dispute; 

(ii) While the provisions of this clause are being observed no such 
employer shall, by reason·of the dispute, dismiss any worker 
directly involved in the dispute. 

(NOTE - This clause has been inserted in accordance with the require
ments of section 115 of the Industrial Relations Act 1973.) 

PERSONAL GRIEVANCES 
31. (a) For the purposes of this clause, the expression ''personal grievance'' 

means any grievance that a worker may have against his employer because of 
a claim that he has been unjustifiably dismissed, or that other action by the 
employer (not being an action of a kind applicable generally to workers of the 
same class employed by the employer) affects his employment to his disad
vantage. 

(b) The standard procedure for the settlement of any personal grievance 
shall include the following: 

(i) Any worker who considers that he has grounds for a personal 
grievance shall have the right to submit his grievance in accor
dance with this procedure; 

(ii) As soon as practicable after a personal grievance arises, the 
worker shall submit the grievance to his immediate supervisor, 
affording him an opportunity to remedy the cause of the grie
vance, the intent being that it is desirable , if the circumstances 
permit it , to settle the grievance rapidly and as near as possible 
to the point of origin; 

(iii) Where any such attempt at settlement has failed, or where the 
grievance is of such a nature that a direct discussion between the 
worker and his immediate supervisor would be inappropriate, 
the worker shall notify the branch secretary or secretary or a 
duly authorised representative of his union, who, ifhe considers 
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that there is some substance in the personal grievance, shall 
forthwith take the matter up with the employer or his represen
tative; 

(iv) If the matter is not disposed of in discussion with the employer or 
his representative, the grievance shall be reduced to writing in a 
statement setting out all the facts relied on. The statement shal1 
establish the nature of the worker's grievance, and .of the issues, 
for all subsequent consideration of the case; 

(v) The written statement shall be referred to a grievance committee 
consisting of an equal number of representatives (not exceeding 
three) nominated respectively by the union and the employer, 
with or without a chairman as the parties may decide; 

(vi) The· employer shall have the right ~to be assisted or represented 
before the grievance co~mittee by an employers' organisation; 

(vii) If the matter is not settled by the grievance committee, it shall be 
referred to the Industrial Court; 

(viii) The reference to the Court may be made by the employer or his 
representative , or by the workers' union or its representative, 
or by both; 

(ix) The Court, after inquiring fully into the matter and considering all 
representations made by or on behalf of the parties, may make a 
decision or award by way of a final settlement which shall be 
binding on the parties; 

(x) It shall be the duty of every party to the award or agreement to 
promote the settlement of personal grievances under the proce
dures hereinbefore provided and to abstain from any action that 
might impede the effective functioning of the procedures. 

(c) For the purpose of ensuring that the work of the employer shall not be 
impeded but shall at all times proceed as if no dispute relating to the personal 
grievance had arisen: 

(i) No worker employed by any employer who is a party to the 
dispute shall discontinue or impede normal work, either totally 
or partially, because of the dispute; 

(ii) While the provisions of the procedures for the settlement of the 
personal grievance are being observed no such employer shall, 
by reason of the dispute, dismiss any worker directly involved 
in the dispute. 

(d) Any statements made or information given in the course of any proceed
ings before a grievance committee or the Court in respect of an alleged 
unjustifiable dis~issal shall _be_ abs~lutelr privileged. 

(e) In the cse of an alleged unjustifiable dismissal , any final settlement, 
decision or award made under this clause may, if it includes a finding that the 
worker was unjustifiably dismissed, provide for any one or more of the 
following: 

(i) The reimbursement to him of a sum equal to the whole or any part 
of the wages lost by him; 

(ii) His reinstatement in his former position or in a position not less 
advantageous to him; 

(iii) The payment to him of compensation by his employer. 

(NOTE - This clause has been inserted in accordance with the require
ments of section 117 of the Industrial Relations Act 1973.) 
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RIGHT OF ENTRY 
32. The secretary or other authorised officer of the union of workers shall be 

permitted on request to the employer to enter at all reasonable times upon the 
premises and/or works of any employer bound by this agreement and there 
interview any workers, but not so as to interfere unreasonably with the 
employer's business . 

UNDER-RATE WORKERS 
33. (a) Any worker who considers himself incapable of earning the 

minimum wage fixed by this agreement may be paid such lower wage as may 
from time to time be fixed, on application of the worker after due notice to the 
union, by the loca1 Inspector of Awards and Agreements or such other person 
as the Court may from time to time appoint for that purpose; and such 
inspector or other person in so fixing such wage shall have regard to the 
worker's capability, his past earnings, and such other circumstances as such 
inspector or other person shal1 think fit to consider after hearing such evi
dence and argument as the union and such worker shall offer. 

(b) Such permit shall be for such period , not exceeding six months, as such 
inspector or other person shall determine, and after the expiration of such 
period shall continue in force until 14 days' notice shall have been given to 
such worker by the secretary of the union requiring him to have his wage again 
fixed in manner prescribed by this clause: Provided that in the case of any 
person whose wage is so fixed by reason of old age or permanent disability it 
may be fixed for such longer period as such inspector or other person shall 
think fit. 

(c) Notwithstanding the foregoing, it shall be competent for a worker to 
agree in writing with the president or secretary of the union upon such wage 
without having the same so fixed. 

(d) It shall be the duty of the union to give notice to the Inspector of Awards 
and Agreements of every agreement made with a worker pursuant hereto. 

(e) It shall be the duty of an employer, before employing a worker at such 
lower wage, to examine the permit or agreement by which such wage is fixed. 

UNQUALIFIED PREFERENCE 
34. (a) Any adult person engaged or employed in any position or employ

ment subject to this agreement by any employer bound by this agreement 
shall, if he is not already a member of a union of workers bound by this 
agreement, become a member of such union within 14 days after his engage
ment, or after this clause comes into force, as the case may require. 

(b) Subject to subclause (b) hereof, every adult person so engaged or 
employed shall remain a member of a union of workers bound by this agree
ment so long as he continues in any position or employment subject to this 
agreement. 

(c) Every worker obliged under subclause (a) hereof to become a member of 
a union who fails to become a member, as required by that subclause, after 
being requested to do so by an officer or authorised representative of the 
union, and every worker who fails to remain a member of a union in accor
dance with subclause (b) hereof commits a breach of this agreement. 

(d) Every employer bound by this agreement commits a breach of this 
agreement if he continues to employ any worker to whom subclauses (a) and 
(b) apply, after having been notified by any officer or authorised representa
tive of the union that the worker has been requested to become a member of 
the union and has failed to do so, or that the worker having become a member 
of the union has failed to remain a member. 

(e) For the purposes of this clause "adult person" means a person of the age 
of 18 years or upwards , or a person of any age who for the time being is in 
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receipt of not less than the minimum rate of wages payable to a person of the 
age of 18 years or upwards. 

(NOTE- Attention is drawn to section 104 of the Industrial Relations Act 
1973 which gives to workers the right to join the union.) 

APPLICATION OF AGREEMENT 
35. This agreement shall apply to the original parties named herein, and 

shall extend to and bind as subsequent party hereto every industrial union , 
industrial association, or employer who, not being an original party hereto , is , 
when this agreement comes into force or at any time whilst this agreement is in 
force, connected with or engaged in the industry to which this agreement 
applies within the industrial districts to which this agreement relates. 

SCOPE OF AGREEMENT 
36. This agreement , shall operate throughout the Northern, Well ington, 

and Canterbury Industrial Districts. 

TERM OF AGREEMENT 
37. This agreement , insofar as the provisions relating to the rate's of wages 

to be paid are concerned , shall be deemed to have come into force on the 1st 
day of July 1974, and so far as all other provisions of the agreement are 
concerned, it shall come into force on the day of the date hereof; and this 
agreement shall continue in force until the 30th day of June 1975. 

In witness whereof the seal of the Industrial Commission has hereto been 
affixed, and the President of the Commission has hereunto set his hand, this 
6th day of December 1974. 

G. 0. Whatnall, President. 

MEMORANDUM 
In a memorandum to the terms of settlement (under which wage rates 

carried only the permitted increases) the parties requested the Commission to 
correct a serious anomaly pursuant to Regulation 7 of the Wage Adjustment 
Regulations 1974 by authorising wage increases beyond those permitted. 

The documents were referred back to the parties for the wage rates to be 
re-negotiated in accordance with the application under Regulation 7. 

The Commission now registers the terms of settlement, as varied in this 
way, and in so doing sustains the serious anomaly presented by the parties. 

The unqualified preference provision (clause 34) has been inserted in ac
cordance with the agreement of all the assessors. 

The rates of remuneration prescribed by this collective agreement are NOT 
to be increased by the application of the 9 ier cent general wage adjustment 
that was effective from 1 July 1974 pursuant to the Wage Adjustment Regula
tions 1974. 

Having regard to prevailing circumstances the Commission has , pursuant 
to section 92 (2) of the Industrial Rel ations Act 1973, consented to the 
specified period for which this agreement is to continue in force being less 
than one year from the date of registration of this agreement. 

G. 0. Whatnall , President. 

A. R. SHEARER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND- 1975 
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